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About This Game

"Your queen has set up home beneath a rotting log. She is fat, and vulnerable. Her first brood will need to move quickly if the
colony is to survive. Their priority now is to find food, and there is plenty around; but there are other hungry creatures in the

undergrowth. The workers will need to be vigilant."

Empires of the Undergrowth is an ant colony management game, in a fast-paced real-time strategy style. The player excavates
their nest underground, constructing tunnels and chambers to store food and raise brood. On the surface, the ants claim territory,
gather resources, overwhelm fearsome arachnids and clash with other colonies. Nest design, army size, composition and attack

timing are key to securing victory.

Missions are narrated from the perspective of a documentary film maker studying the ants, who offers intelligent insight into
the goings-on of the colony and the undergrowth beyond. The primary game mode in early access is Formicarium, where you
take ownership of a home colony of unique DNA-harvesting ants as they work to assimilate the desirable traits of their foes.
You can upgrade them by playing one-off missions, sometimes with your home colony and sometimes with other ant species.

Carve out and construct your underground nest to suit your strategy

Engage in fast-paced colony versus colony combat above ground

Play as different ant species and explore their unique traits and weaknesses
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Encounter and overpower dangerous beetles, arachnids and other awesome arthropods

Grow your pet formicarium over time by completing missions
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When this game came out there haven't been that many good shmups on the steam market. But as it is now I simply recommend
to save your money for better titles.. Really fun, long-lasting game, but once it's done it's done.. Not bad value for money,
despite being a copy of the Riviera Castle class base model and sounds, the cab now has new features and is more advanced.
Would recommend if you don't have the original Castle pack.. Cool new class w\/guns, swords, and traps. Well worth a half cup
of coffee from starbucks. grab it.. Apocalyptic yet hopeful. The Yawhg rewards us with a short exciting story about a doomed
city from the viewpoint of humble citizens. The story so simple, so unexpected and engaging though, replayability is a must.
If you appreciate short plays, unexpected outcomes, and playing with the hand of fate you will love The Yawhg (the game, not
the Yawhg itself).. Good:
- Core concept
- Like puzzle quest, but the gameplay is simple, not overcomplicated (there is no sword and other magic artifacts)
- Fun gameplay

Bad:
- Not too deep game mechanics
- Not too long campaign. mehh Clash of the titans? Storyline seems simple and boring combat aswell, but it may get better in
later game. Not for me.. Too simple and completely uninspiring. Free games online are loads better.. I bought the game on a
whim after seeing it and thinking back to the fun I had playing marble madness, super monkey ball, etc etc.

Personally, I like the grindy '0.01 faster each time' type of game, similar to bhop, trackmania, or other racing games. The game's
intrinsic simplicity means that you can't really go wrong with it if you like the non-realism oriented side of the racing genre.

It's still in early access, but there do appear to be updates every once in a while, so it's not abandoned or anything. Overall the
game isn't perfect, such as it lacks some polish. However the gameplay isn't hindered by this whatsoever.

The leaderboards mean there's plenty of competition, and while there is technically multiplayer, it's not really a thing yet.

If the preview videos and reviews make it look like it's something you would enjoy, it probably is. It's a straightforward game,
and I praise it for that. However, maybe wait until it's on sale. $15 might be a bit much for it.
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Keeping up with the von Carsteins.. This is an amazing route embedded in a beautiful landscape with high quality textures
which are a class on its own. When I played it the first time, I was about to quit TS after an hour, call my travel-agent and book
a REAL journey to the Highlands. The atmosphere of the scenery is fabulous and it all feels authentic. The Class 37\/4 perfectly
fits and is pure fun to drive - I just suggest you read the manual to understand how to operate the RETB-system (which will take
you 45secs to understand) and this adds to the overall spirit of the route. It's mainly a single-track route with certain speed limits
- but it's not boring as you find yourself permanently going uphill or downhill combined with curves and you need to watch
speed accordingly. Rolling stock and scenarios are great as well and all on top quality.
So, if you are looking for a route outside the mainstream (and traffic) but still challenging and in the middle of a wonderful area
with great viaducts, I would give it a try ..... No, No, No, No and NO. Gredy mothafackers. Wasn\u00b4t enough having 2 nice
games?
Why remove single player from a nice game? The game is fun, but it seems a big scam.
Always asking for money to buy chips and gold coins to buy hats\/clothes\/badges.
You have facked up. I hate those developers. First EA, then BUGSOFT, now you.
I sincerely hope that your company bankrupt and you become homeless.
Piece of shiit mothafackers.

(I purposely wrote it wrong to avoid censorship). Better than Dead by Daylight, thats for sure!. Hang about??! So I bought the
game, now FTP... and I need to buy it again?! This studio can suck my big hairy toe..

Chipmonk! Playable Characters:

In Chipmonk! there are 3 playable characters – Grey, Cheeks, and Red – each possessing their own strengths and weaknesses.

GREY
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